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Noise Induced Pattern Transition and Spatiotemporal Stochastic Resonanc
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The influence of parametric noise on the spatiotemporal dynamics of a two-variable reaction-diff
model, describing pattern formation in excitable media, is investigated. When a control parame
perturbed by stochastic force with suitable intensity, noise induced pattern transition between “s
spiral wave and “double” spiral waves, which does not occur in the absence of noise, is observe
this parameter also varies periodically in time around the bifurcation point, we find that the o
signal-to-noise ratios show maxima with the variation of noise intensity, indicating the occurren
spatiotemporal stochastic resonance. [S0031-9007(98)07070-7]
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The influence of noise on nonlinear systems is the su
ject of intense experimental and theoretical investigation
The most well-known phenomena is noise induced tran
tion [1] and stochastic resonance (SR) [2], both showi
the possibility to transform noise intoorder.

For zero-dimensional systems coupled with noise
multiplicative ways, the bifurcation point is triggered b
the noise and the bifurcation character is quite diffe
ent from the deterministic system. Transitions into ne
stationary states may occur, which is purely induced
noise, henceforth called noise induced transition [3,4
Recent research has paid much attention to spatial
tended systems, such as reaction-diffusion system [5
global coupled systems [7], etc. It is found that noise c
lead to new spatiotemporal structures which does not ex
in the deterministic system.

The phenomenon of SR has gained intense attention
to its great number of applications in different fields of sc
ence [2]. This behavior is characterized by the possib
ity of enhancement of output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR
with the addition of an optimized amount of noise, whic
is somewhat counterintuitive. After originally being pro
posed by Benziet al. to account for the Earth’s ice ages
[8], theories of SR have been developed for quite a wi
variety of systems such as the following: monostable [9
multistable [10], excitable [11–13], neuronal network [14
and even threshold-free systems [15,16]. In addition, t
input signal can be periodic or even chaotic [11,12,17], t
noise can be Gaussian white noise or colored [18], whi
can be coupled with the system in additive or multiplica
tive [19] ways. If the nonlinear kinetics of the system sa
isfy particular conditions, SNR can show multimaxima
indicating the occurrence of stochastic multiresonan
[20]. Recently, some authors have studied the influen
of additive noise on spatial extended systems, e.g., spa
coupled model in excitable media [21], reaction-diffusio
model [22], and coupled map lattice [23], when the contr
parameter of which varies periodically in time around th
bifurcation point. It is found that the coherence of nois
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with the system also occurs, which is henceforth call
spatiotemporal stochastic resonance (STSR).

In the present work, we study a two-variable reactio
diffusion model, describing pattern formation in excitab
media, with the influence of parametric noise (therefore t
noise is coupled with the system in a multiplicative way
The model is written as

≠u
≠t


1
e

fsu, yd 1 Du=2u , (1)

≠y

≠t
 gsu, yd 1 Dy=2y , (2)

wheree ø 1, andfsu, yd and gsu, yd describe the non-
linear kinetics of specific systems. Most generally, th
u nullcline fsu, yd  0 is an N-shaped function inu-y
plane and they nullcline gsu, yd  0 is monotone, inter-
secting theu nullcline at only one pointsu0, y0d, which
is an excitable stable fixed point [24]. Choosing suitab
fsu, yd andgsu, yd, this model can describe the spatiotem
poral dynamics of the Brillouin zone reaction [25], neu
ral networks [13], and CO oxidation on catalytic surfac
[26,27], etc. Here we choosefsu, yd  us1 2 ud fu 2

sy 1 bdyag, gsu, yd  u 2 y, andDy  0. The simu-
lation was carried out on a two-dimensional square latti
under a no-flux boundary condition through a fast alg
rithm proposed by Barkley [24]. The initial condition is
illustrated in Fig. 1(a) or Fig. 3(a), which acts as a “see
to form spiral waves. Ifa , 1, the model is excitable,
and with increasingb, the system shows turbulence, spira
wave, flat wave front, even no wave. Notice for the no
flux boundary condition, the flat wave front vanishes whe
it moves out of the lattice, and the system tends to the a
sorbing stateu0  y0  0.

Considering now the parameterb is perturbed by noise,
i.e., b  b0 1 jstd, wherejstd denotes Gaussian white
noise with kjstdl  0 and kjstdjst0dl  2Ddst 2 t0d,
hereD is the noise intensity. In real systems, e.g., the C
oxidation system [26], this noise may result from therm
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Transition from SSW to DSW and then back to SSW
(a) Illustration of the initial condition: in the dark region,
usi, jd  0.7, ysi, jd  0; in the line-filled region,usi, jd 
0, ysi, jd  0.7; in the middle empty region,usi, jd  0.7,
ysi, jd  0.5, and hereusi, jdyysi, jd denotes the value ofuyy
on the lattice sitesi, jd. (b)–(f) Typical patterns. Notice the
time interval between patterns are not equal.

fluctuation or fluctuation of CO partial pressure. Here w
choosea  0.3, b0  0.016 to investigate the influence
of parametric noise on the observed spatiotemporal d
namics. The initial condition is illustrated in Fig. 1(a)
For D  0, the asymptotic pattern is spiral wave with
one branch, which we call “single” spiral wave (SSW)
see Fig. 1(b). If the noise intensity is not zero but sma
e.g., D  1 3 1024, the SSW may lose stability after a
period of relaxation time and the system reduces to t
absorbing state, which is also the case for large noise le
sD . 3 3 1023d. For noise with intermediate intensity,
however, one observes transitions into “double” spir
wave (DSW), which have two spiral branches rotatin
around each other, as it is shown in Fig. 1(e). At a
optimized noise level,D . 8 3 1024, this transition
behavior occurs the most frequently. The variation o
utot (obtained by adding up all the value ofu on the
lattice sites) with time, for different noise level, is shown
in Figs. 2(a)–2(d). Figure 2(e) presents the probabili
density distribution forD  0 andD  8 3 1024. The
latter one shows apparently the characteristic of noi
induced bistability.

One notes that this kind of bistability arises via nois
induced wave splitting, as it is shown in Fig. 1. Fo
D  0, the motion of the spiral core is deterministic an
the SSW is rather stable. When noise is presented
very small, the trajectory of the spiral core is randoml
perturbed and SSW would lose stability when the co
moves out of the lattice. A larger noise, however, may lea
to wave splitting, i.e., the SSW is broken into segmen
which rotate around their ends to form new spiral wav
branches [Fig. 1(c)]. These new branches interact with t
original ones, and DSW are formed after some time. Th
.
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DSW can also jump back to the SSW if the open end
one spiral branch moves out of the lattice. If the noi
intensity is too large, the SSW would lose stability befo
wave splitting occurs such that bistability disappears.
is found that the relative stability of SSW and DSW
is also influenced by the lattice size, but the qualitati
phenomena observed are similar.

For some other choices of parameters and initial co
ditions, more interesting phenomena are observed.
example is presented in Figs. 3 and 4. Forb0  0.015,
D  0, and choosing the initial condition illustrated in
Fig. 3(a), the two branches of the spiral wave annihila
each other after a short time of evolution; accordingly t
variation of utot with time is presented in Fig. 4(a). Fo
D  1 3 1029, however, sustained wave propagation
found, and after a period of time, this SSW hops into DSW
which is rather stable [see Fig. 4(b)]. ForD  1 3 1024,
the transition between SSW and DSW is more frequent a
is shown in Fig. 4(c). Here a rather interesting phenom
non exhibits that the DSW can be clockwise (CW), e.g
Fig. 3(b), or anticlockwise (ACW), e.g., Fig. 3(d), show
ing the occurrence of noise induced “chirality” transition
This transition goes through a type of intermediate patte
in which CW- and ACW-wave branches are mixed, as
is shown in Fig. 3(c). It seems that CW-DSW and ACW
DSW are both asymptotic states of the system, while
specific initial condition only attains one type of them un
der deterministic evolution. We show that an introductio
of suitable parametric noise can lead to transition betwe
them, which seems to imply a possible important role
noise in chirality broken phenomena. For the control p
rameters and initial condition corresponding to Fig. 2(c
however, it is observed that the chirality transition ca
occur only when the SSW jumps into the DSW or vic
versa, e.g., a CW-SSW can jump into an ACW-DSW
while direct transitions between CW-DSW and ACW
DSW were not observed.

From the preceding study, it is found that the paramet
noise of b can lead to transition into new asymptoti
patterns which may be of more interest, showing t
constructive role of noise in shaping, and even controlli
the observed spatiotemporal dynamics. Furthermore, th
seems to exist an optimized noise level that suppo
the transition most which implies a possible resonan
behavior between the noise and the system. One m
expect that this kind of resonance behavior is relevant
stochastic resonance. Now we let the parameterb vary
periodically around the bifurcation point in the presen
of noise, i.e.,b  b0 1 A sinvt 1 jstd. We choose
b0  0.017 and A  0.002 sv  py50d such that for
D  0, the combination ofb0 and A sinvt yet cannot
“fire” sustained wave propagation (one notes that this
something like the threshold-crossing FHN model [13
For these parameters, flat wave fronts prevail over sp
waves, and finally the wave fronts move out of the lattic
However, it is quite surprising that a rather small nois
2855
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FIG. 2. (a)–(d) The variation ofutot with time for different
noise levels according to the initial condition illustrated i
Fig. 1(a). (e) The probability density distribution forD  0
andD  8 3 1024. The parameters area  0.3, b0  0.016,
Du  0.2, and lattice sizeL  80.

level, e.g.,D  1 3 10215, can support sustained wave
traveling. Competition between spiral waves and flat wa
fronts is subtly modulated by the signal and noise, whi
may lead to sustained oscillation ofutot consisting of the
frequency component ofv. Performing Fourier transform
of the time series ofutot, one finds a clear peak at the inpu
frequency, where we can calculate SNR. The variati
of SNR with noise intensityD is shown in Fig. 5, which
undulates somewhat coherence behavior. For a very sm
2856
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FIG. 3. Illustration of initial condition for Fig. 3 and typica
patterns. (a) Initial condition: same as in Fig. 2(a) except t
the places of the corresponding region are moved. (b) Exam
for clockwise DSW. (c) Intermediate pattern: mixed DSW
(d) Anticlockwise DSW.

noise level (e.g.,D # 1 3 10218), no sustained wave
propagation can be fired, while for large noise intens
(e.g.,D $ 1 3 1022), all periodic signals are submerge
by noise.

In the present work, we have studied a two-variab
reaction-diffusion model, describing pattern formation
excitable media, under the influence of parametric no
Noise induced pattern transition between single sp
wave and double spiral waves is observed, which in
cates that noise plays an important role in shaping
observed spatiotemporal dynamics. A rather interest
phenomena, noise induced chirality transition, occurs

FIG. 4. The variation ofutot with time for different noise
levels according to the initial condition illustrated in Fig. 4(a
The parameters area  0.3, b0  0.015, Du  0.2, and lattice
sizeL  100.
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FIG. 5. Variation of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with the
noise intensityD, calculated from the time series ofutot;
the error bars are obtained by statistics on independent ru
The parameters area  0.3, b0  0.017, Du  0.2, A 
0.002, andv  py50.

some specific choices of parameters and initial conditio
which may stimulate further study on the role of noise i
chirality broken phenomena. In addition, it is found tha
an optimal noise level exists which supports the transitio
most. In another part of this paper, we show that this res
nance behavior might be characteristic of spatiotempo
stochastic resonance: When the control parameter var
periodically in time around the bifurcation point, unde
the perturbation of noise, it is found that sustained wa
propagation and oscillations ofutot occur, and the output
signal-to-noise ratio shows a maximum with the varia
tion of noise intensityD. Since the model studied here
is applicable for many important chemical or biologica
systems and parametric noise is quite universal resulti
from fluctuations in temperature or partial pressure, th
present work can help in understanding the observed d
namics of such systems and open up further perspecti
about the role of multiplicative noise on pattern formatio
in nonlinear systems.

This work is supported by the National Science Foun
dation of China and the National Laboratory of Theoret
cal and Computational Chemistry of China.
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